Improving the reporting of public health intervention research: advancing TREND and CONSORT
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ABSTRACT

Background Evidence-based public health decision-making depends on high quality and transparent accounts of what interventions are effective, for whom, how and at what cost. Improving the quality of reporting of randomized and non-randomized study designs through the CONSORT and TREND statements has had a marked impact on the quality of study designs. However, public health users of systematic reviews have been concerned with the paucity of synthesized information on context, development and rationale, implementation processes and sustainability factors.

Methods This paper examines the existing reporting frameworks for research against information sought by users of systematic reviews of public health interventions and suggests additional items that should be considered in future recommendations on the reporting of public health interventions.

Results Intervention model, theoretical and ethical considerations, study design choice, integrity of intervention/process evaluation, context, differential effects and inequalities and sustainability are often overlooked in reports of public health interventions.

Conclusion Population health policy makers need synthesized, detailed and high quality a priori accounts of effective interventions in order to make better progress in tackling population morbidities and inequalities. Adding simple criteria to reporting standards will significantly improve the quality and usefulness of published evidence and increase its impact on public health program planning.
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Introduction

For many years, primary research has been supported by statements or guidelines aimed at improving the quality of reporting. This has resulted in significant improvements in reports of intervention studies, particularly for clinical randomized controlled trials (RCTs). However, there remain many deficiencies in these frameworks for the reporting of complex public health interventions. This has implications for those who conduct systematic reviews of public health interventions, those who conduct implementation evaluations or health systems research and those who use these forms of evidence to inform their decision-making. This paper examines the existing reporting frameworks against information sought by users of systematic reviews of public health interventions, and suggests key additional items that should be considered in future recommendations on the reporting of public health interventions by researchers and publishers. As the demand for high quality, transparent secondary research increases amongst health care policy makers.
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and other end-users it is an auspicious time to address these issues.\textsuperscript{1–3}

**Value of CONSORT and TREND in improving the reporting of primary research**

The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement was first developed in 1996 (and updated in 2001)\textsuperscript{4,5} with the aim of improving the quality of reporting of RCTs. It requires authors of reports and journal articles to follow a checklist of 22 items that should be reported. CONSORT has now been adopted by more than 150 medical, clinical and psychological journals (www.consort-statement.org). The need for an alternate statement to improve the reporting of non-randomized studies was subsequently identified in 2004. This resulted in the development of the Transparent Reporting of Evaluations with Non-randomized Designs (TREND) Statement.\textsuperscript{6} The TREND statement is potentially very important for disciplines such as public health where debate continues about the extent to which RCTs are feasible or appropriate.\textsuperscript{7,8}

A number of other guidelines have also been published to support the systematic review process including QUORUM\textsuperscript{9} (recently renamed PRISMA) (reporting systematic reviews of RCTs), STROBE\textsuperscript{10} (reporting of observational studies) and MOOSE\textsuperscript{11} (reporting systematic reviews of observational studies). The National Knowledge Service in the UK has funded EQUATOR which will act as an umbrella organization to coordinate work with the mutual interest of improving the quality of research publications and of research itself.\textsuperscript{12}

CONSORT and TREND were primarily conceived to increase the ability of research consumers to judge the internal validity of published studies, and thereby gain an appreciation of potential sources of bias that may have had some influence on the trial result. Key threats to internal validity that were often hidden in reports of trials were subversion of randomization, blinding and response bias, which are each covered by items in CONSORT. The statement has been associated with improvements in the quality of reporting of primary research: a systematic review conducted in 2006 found that journals using CONSORT had significantly better reporting of method of sequence generation (risk ratio [RR], 1.67; 95% CI, 1.19–2.33), allocation concealment (RR, 1.66; 95% CI, 1.37–2.00) and overall number of CONSORT items than those not using CONSORT (standardized mean difference, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.46–1.19).\textsuperscript{13} CONSORT appeared to have had less effect on items including reporting of participant flow, and blinding of participants or data analysts.\textsuperscript{13} Where studies compared journals pre- and post-adoption of CONSORT an improvement was found in the description of the method of sequence generation (RR, 2.78; 95% CI, 1.78–4.33), participant flow (RR, 8.06; 95% CI, 4.10–15.83) and total CONSORT items (standardized mean difference, 3.67 items; 95% CI, 2.09–5.25) all improved after the adoption of CONSORT.\textsuperscript{13} This review is currently being updated.\textsuperscript{14}

However, CONSORT was less concerned with other aspects of the conduct and reporting of intervention studies which can be equally critical to maximize the appropriateness of inferences to be drawn from such research. Within the context of randomized trials of drugs and other well-defined interventions, concerns regarding pre-specification of primary outcomes and planned sub-group analyses have been better addressed through the publication and registration of trial protocols. In the context of more complex interventions, where key concerns are to unpack the ‘black box’ of the intervention\textsuperscript{15} and to make clear assessments about the external validity of the study\textsuperscript{16} challenges remain in the reporting of randomized and non-randomized trials and therefore in the interpretation and synthesis of the evidence they provide.

Further, unlike the CONSORT statement which has seen widespread support, the TREND statement appears to be only formally supported by 15 journals. These are primarily in areas of HIV AIDS, behavioural medicine or psychology, but supporters also include the BMJ and the American Journal of Public Health, which published the statement. It is not known whether other journals informally support TREND or why the uptake has been slower than for CONSORT.

**Reporting frameworks can guide primary public health research**

Although statements such as CONSORT and TREND have been established to improve the reporting of research, they have also provided researchers with a framework by which to design the primary research itself. Relevant items relate primarily to the mechanics of the scientific conduct of the study; what was implemented and what results occurred and how might these be interpreted. However, although CONSORT and TREND have usefully outlined the key methodological components of randomized and non-randomized trials that need to be reported, additional information is required by users of research to determine generalizability, applicability and transferability. Public health interventions are inherently complex and as such the interpretation of findings is frequently dependent on a range of contextual factors, irrespective of the study design.
The authors of the TREND statement have encouraged feedback on their work and some useful ideas have been subsequently published: Dzewaltowski et al.\textsuperscript{17} have suggested an increase in focus on factors that impact on external validity. This would include a particular focus on the impact of setting-level factors and intervention staff, skills, intervention costs and long-term outcomes that provide information on whether effects are sustained. Kirkwood\textsuperscript{8} has suggested the authors reflect on the applicability of the items that are based heavily on those outlined in CONSORT and suggests additional guidance for development of interventions, process and confounding variables and evaluation design. Further, one obviously useful modification to the TREND statement, in order to increase its usability by public health, health promotion, practitioners and researchers, would be to expand its focus beyond HIV/AIDS.

In 2001, core information needs required of systematic reviews of public health interventions for public health decision-making were described\textsuperscript{18,19} by users of evidence within global public health policy and programs. The subsequent application of these guidelines in systematic reviews of public health interventions has demonstrated that many sought after dimensions have not been included in either the conduct or reporting of the primary research studies.\textsuperscript{20} These dimensions have been mapped against the key criteria of CONSORT and TREND to identify the missing components in the existing statements, and used to formulate the suggestions outlined below that are presented in order of the paper section in which they should be reported.

**Reporting INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND**

**Intervention model and theoretical considerations**

Far too often, public health interventions are tested for effectiveness without such a model being established and/or reported, and this leads to poorly specified systematic reviews in which substantially different interventions are lumped together due to similarities in key superficial aspects such as intervention form, setting and/or target health behaviour.\textsuperscript{19} Thus, for example, it has been concluded that school based smoking education is ineffective\textsuperscript{21} and should be abandoned, even though there are promising approaches which need to be identified, developed and evaluated.\textsuperscript{22}

Another area of research where interventions are often complex is health services research, where integrated care pathways can be broken down into critical components.\textsuperscript{23} Public health intervention research needs to identify similar ways of describing the intervention-process-outcome pathway. It is important to have a clear model which sets out how the intervention is intended to bring about change in the intended outcomes, and reports of public health intervention studies should publish such a model as a requirement to allow intelligent consumption and synthesis. In the evaluation field this is known as the logic model.\textsuperscript{24,25} Ideally, the model should distinguish core and peripheral components, and emphasize the relative importance of form and function\textsuperscript{26} so that the essence of the intervention is captured allowing the integrity of the intervention to be maintained in future implementation.

This section should also provide some detail on the development and piloting of the intervention, and present any theoretical or empirical support for the intervention model and the way it is being operationalized in the intervention. There should also be discussion of potential negative outcomes of the intervention (including the timing and measurement used to assess them\textsuperscript{27}), and any particular ethical concerns that there might be.\textsuperscript{28}

**Reporting METHODS**

**Study design choice**

Authors should justify the choice of study design, particularly where the chosen design has been reached as a compromise between the requirements of research rigour and internal validity on the one hand, and the complexity and constraints of the research question and research setting on the other. It may be possible to identify a consistent way of identifying key strengths and weaknesses of the chosen study design, relating particularly to internal validity issues and of describing the justification for accepting design limitations. Key components of study design that should be justified are the research design, operationalization of the design including group allocation and choice of counterfactual, choice of outcome measures and measurement methods.

**Reporting RESULTS**

**Integrity of intervention/process evaluation**

The integrity (or fidelity) of the intervention is the degree to which the intervention is implemented as planned.\textsuperscript{28} Dane and Schneider\textsuperscript{29} identify aspects of integrity/fidelity as adherence, exposure, quality of delivery, participant responsiveness and program differentiation. All five dimensions should be measured in order to provide a comprehensive picture of intervention integrity.\textsuperscript{29} CONSORT does not explicitly mention fidelity and while the TREND statement recommends including issues of fidelity in the interpretation
of results, an additional guidance is required to describe how this should be achieved. This is particularly important given that only a limited number of studies disentangle the factors that ensure successful outcomes, characterize the failure to achieve success or attempt to document the steps involved in achieving successful implementation of complex interventions. Process evaluations provide a mechanism to collect and report on intervention fidelity and when reported should include information on the intensity, duration and reach of intervention components, and how these varied by sub-group. Increased access to existing checklists and resources that support the reporting of process evaluations would be beneficial.

**Context, differential effects and multi-level processes**

The success or failure of a complex public health intervention is often highly dependent on the social, economic and political context in which it is developed and operated. Knowing this type of information provides important clues about the applicability and transferability of interventions to other populations or organizational contexts. It also helps to highlight the critical success factors and the elements that are more likely to lead to program failure. Hawe has outlined a range of important contextual information: aspects of the host organization and staff, aspects of the system, characteristics of the target population and inter-organizational networks. These factors should be considered in reporting of public health interventions. Although these data are often collected, they are often then excluded from publications. It would be useful to highlight within publications where this information has been collected but not reported by referring readers to a website or full report.

It is well established through perspectives such as McLeroy’s socio-ecological model framework and the WHO Ottawa Charter that interventions do not work in isolation and require multi-level processes. Effectiveness will vary importantly with reference to context: what works in one setting or population group would not necessarily work in another. Thus reports need to include a description of multi-level processes and a strong set of data to contextualize the study (external validity). They should also report sub-group effects by key demographic and policy factors such as SES, ethnicity and gender so that pooled analysis can be done without needing to obtain original datasets. Counter to established orthodoxy in the analysis and reporting of effectiveness trials, there may be some value in undertaking and reporting sub-group analyses even where there is insufficient statistical power within the study. This would allow pooled analysis of these sub-group effects to be undertaken in systematic reviews. This is particularly important in considering the differential effect of interventions by socio-economic status to assess the magnitude and direction of the effects of an intervention on health inequalities. Neither CONSORT nor TREND specifically address issues pertaining to inequalities.

**Sustainability**

Effective public health programs or interventions should attempt to assess the degree to which they would be sustainable beyond the life of the program. In acknowledging this, it is also important to highlight that assessing the sustainability of a program and or its effects is an additional research question requiring supplementary research design development and study conduct. Shediac-Rizkallah and Bone present a useful framework to address sustainability. In this framework, the key aspects of program sustainability are defined as maintenance of health benefits from the program, institutionalization of a program within an organization and capacity building in the community. In reporting, authors should consider the economic and political variables, the strength of the organization, the degree to which activities are integrated into existing programs and policies and the degree of community involvement/participation.

**Reporting DISCUSSION**

Many of the sections above make recommendations for reporting complex public health interventions that should also be considered in the discussion section. We would highlight specifically the opportunity that this section provides for authors to fully discuss limitations of study design and honestly appraise weaknesses. It also allows authors to interpret and discuss any sub-group effects or interactions with context that seem important. As a conclusion to the report, authors should reflect on the original model used and make statements about what worked well and what not so well so that future research or implementation can learn and further develop. An important aspect of this model could include unanticipated effects of the intervention that the investigators became aware of during the course of the study. Although such effects cannot be interpreted in the same way as those outcomes hypothesized and planned for in study design, they are frequently important both for future intervention development and also for the planning of future evaluation studies to capture wider potential harms and benefits, and more broadly scope the potential intervention effects.
Can it possibly fit in journal word limits?

A strength of CONSORT is that it identifies the key elements required in reports of RCTs and as such has assisted authors in producing concise papers that meet the increasingly tight word length requirements of journals. A potential problem for the inclusion of the additional items suggested above is that it will be impossible to adequately report these items without substantial additional text, which traditional printed journals may find difficult to accommodate. Further work will be required to identify efficient, elegant and concise ways of presenting the additional data required, which may, for example, include diagrams of the hypothesized pathway from intervention to intended outcome, or describing the intervention components in a separate text box which does not contribute to overall word length.

Other possibilities may be that online editions of journals offer more space or act as channels to publish supporting documentation covering details of the suggested items. Or more radically, in parallel with established practice in clinical research, there needs to be increased funding and more opportunities for publication of intervention development research, covering phases 1–3 of the MRC Framework such that this work is peer-reviewed and published as a pre-cursor to large scale effectiveness studies.

Conclusion

Guidelines for the reporting of public health intervention research are not currently available to the extent to which they are required. Given the need to increasingly understand what works, for whom, why, when and at what cost, standards for reporting on public health interventions, aligned with registries and evaluation frameworks, have the potential to make a significant impact on the capacity to better understand these dimensions for the benefit of public health policy.

The CONSORT and TREND statements have been important in improving the quality of published RCTs and non-randomized evaluations of interventions. This paper has suggested key elements which are additionally needed in the reporting of complex public health interventions. It is hoped that further development of these suggestions will lead to improved conduct and reporting of primary intervention studies, enrichment of systematic reviews of public health interventions and therefore greater support for informed decision-making.

Development of comprehensive guidelines will require the establishment of an international taskforce. A range of practitioners, policy-makers and researchers across different countries and organizational contexts will need to be members of this taskforce. This will ensure that the guidelines and recommendations meet the needs of public health researchers, practitioners and funders more broadly. If we are to ‘improve the quality of research publications and of research itself’ then this is a necessary step forward.

New public health relevant Cochrane reviews and protocols from issues 3 and 4, 2007

Reviews

- Abstinence-only programs for HIV infection prevention in high-income countries.
- Diet or exercise, or both, for weight reduction in women after childbirth.
- Home-based support for disadvantaged adult mothers.
- Home-based support for disadvantaged teenage mothers.
- Exercise for improving balance in older people.
- Interventions for the prevention of nutritional rickets in term born children.
- Interventions in the workplace to support breastfeeding for women in employment.
- Interventions to reduce harm from continued tobacco use.
- Parenting interventions for the prevention of unintentional injuries in childhood.
- School-based education programs for the prevention of child sexual abuse.
- Traditional birth attendant training for improving health behaviours and pregnancy outcomes.

Protocols

- Dietary advice in pregnancy for preventing gestational diabetes mellitus.
- Harm reduction interventions to prevent HIV/AIDS transmission in involuntary detainees.
- Indoor residual spraying for preventing malaria.
- Maternity waiting facilities for improving maternal and neonatal outcome in low-resource countries.
- Mobile phone-based interventions for smoking cessation.
- Routine iron supplementation for preventing or treating iron-deficiency anaemia in children in malaria-endemic areas.
- Routine vs. voluntary HIV testing for increasing HIV testing rates.
- Salt fluoridation for preventing dental caries.
- Social norms interventions to reduce alcohol misuse in University or College students.
- Vitamin C for preventing and treating tetanus.
- Zinc supplements for preventing otitis media.
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